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Wet & Damp Mopping Procedure
Wet Mopping
1)

Put up Yellow Wet Floor Signs in the area which you are to clean.

2)

Dust mop entire floor area including all corners and edges. Remove all “Stuck On” items such as
gum, from the floor using Short Handle Utility Scraper.

3)

Fill the Wet mop bucket with desired amount of warm water. Add one ounce of Bulldog Floor
Detergent to each gallon of water using a One-Ounce Pump to measure properly.

4)

Submerge Mop Head into cleaning solution, then lift the mop out of the Mop bucket without
wringing the mop head out, then apply directly to the floor in figure eight pattern. Continue this
until you have covered entire area to clean. If large area, do sections at a time to avoid the floor
drying.

5)

After cleaning solution has been on the floor for 5 minutes, wring out the mop head completely and
re-mop the floor in a figure eight pattern to pick up the cleaning solution. When the mop head
becomes saturated wring it out using the Mop Wringer and continue mopping until all excess
solution has been removed from the floor.

6)

Remove Yellow Wet Floor Signs after floor completely dries.

7)

Rinse out mop head in a sink or wet mop bucket with clean warm water and 1 ounce of Bulldog
Floor Detergent until all dirt is removed. Hang up wet mop head and handle on Wall Handle
Holder. Empty and thoroughly rinse out mop bucket and wringer so it is clean for the next use.
Do not store mop bucket with water in it.

Damp Mopping
1)

Put up Yellow Wet Floor Signs in the area to be cleaned

2)

Dust mop entire floor area to be damp mopped, including all corners and edges.

3)

Fill Wet Mop Bucket with desired amount of warm water. Add one ounce of Bulldog Floor
Detergent per gallon of water in the mop bucket, using One-ounce pump to measure properly.

4)

Submerge mop head into cleaning solution and wring out the mop head completely using the Mop
Wringer. Pull the mop head out of the wringer and start mopping the floor in a figure eight
pattern. Continue until the entire area to be cleaned has been completed. When cleaning solution
has no foam, dispose of and get new mop bucket of cleaning solution.

5)

Remove Yellow Wet Floor Signs after floor completely dries.

6)

Rinse out mop head in sink or mop bucket with clean warm water and 1 ounce of Bulldog Floor
Detergent until all dirt is removed. Hang up wet mop head and Handle on Wall Handle Holder to
dry. Empty and rinse out mop bucket and wringer so it is clean for the next use. Do not store mop
bucket with water in it.

Turn this page over for “Did You Remember Items”

Did You Remember?
-Yellow Wet Floor Signs
-Bulldog Floor Detergent or Neutral Cleaner
-1 ounce pump
-Dust Mop Head 18”, 24”, 36” Larger & Smaller Sizes Available
-Dust Mop Frame 18”, 24”, 36” Larger & Smaller Sizes Available
-Dust Mop Handle
-Dust Pan
-Counter Brush
-Clean Cotton Wet Mop Head
-Wet Mop Handle
-Clean Wet Mop Bucket with gallon graduations
-Clean Wet Mop Wringer
-Disinfectants, Ful-Trole 64 or Super Staph 256
-Short Handle Utility Scraper
-Wall “Hold It” Handle Holder

